
Competition – The Cutting Edge of today’s Business - Windward or Napersoft   
 
Documentation and communication is a huge need of Corporates from around the world. To maintain the 
fastest service and support, documentation is utmost necessary. 
 
Simplicity versus Technical Complicacies  
 
With Windward, by using Microsoft Office Suite, you can create reports that are more productive and 
even faster. Windward seamlessly integrated the MS Office suite to add more flexibility for excellence in 
performance! In case of Napersoft, you need to use Napersoft zCCM Word 5.2 module to create 
documents. The package contains documentation like user guides and installation guides, object code, 
sample CICS entries, sample JCL and a few sample documents. You might need to install a few printer 
drivers to comply the application with your printer. 
 
Need For WYSIWYG Over To Conventional Methods 
 
Napersoft uses WYSIWYG technology to create, edit, and modify documents using zCCM Word 5.2 
module. This gives a new feeling for conventional users of Microsoft Office Suite and needs little time to 
be accustomed with it. WYSIWYG, found to be best suited while creating HTML pages, especially for 
newbies. In case of Windward, it is easy and simplified with easy use of various Auto Tags. This also helps 
in more work that is productive in lesser time. 
 
Formatting Makes It More Useful and Productive 
 
Napersoft offers formatting option to the documents like tabs, margins, spacing, pitch, and alignments of 
lines, page formatting, auto page numbering with headers and footers, even footers and header are 
possible on alternative pages. With Windward, these are the basic formatting options available within the 
formatting options of Microsoft Word. There is no requirement of any third party to perform formatting. 
 
Document Data Production Means Are Vital 
 
With Windward, you can produce data with almost all available formats of electronic data file. Even 
production of data on printers is seamlessly possible. The selection of choices of data that needs to be 
produced is available within Microsoft Word. This even adds to benefits of seamless integrity. With 
Napersoft, you will get multicolumn support, batch, and online printing support.  
 
Web Based Reporting – Bountiful Performance 
 
For any corporate, it is necessary to reach their thousands of customers and even employees with 
multiple ways of communication. For instance, the invoice of the merchandise, insurance policies etc can 
be considered. With Windward’s web based reporting, it becomes easy to handle the huge turnover of 
millions of documents. Being electronic data, it becomes very convenient to send it to the intended 
destinations. Anyone can connect to system even from remote locations to get updates. Further, users do 
not need to acquire any special knowledge of programming language, with use of usual web browser all 
the data is easy accessible. Windward uses a unique combination of Auto Tag, an add-on installed within 
Microsoft Office Suite applications and Javelin. With Napersoft, some of these features are available. 
 
Powerful Generation of Documents 
 
With Windward, having small footprint, it is possible to generate documents at an amazingly high speed. 
Even there are possibilities of creating 5000 documents per minute, each of 5 pages. With flexibility of 
sending huge data, multiple complex tables and views, within a small duration of time, Windward does 



not have any limitation of handling any size and volume of data. Napersoft does have the speed but 
matching Windward is just a long dream!  
 
Enterprise Communication Made Easy and Seamless 
 

Windward is used for creation of Bills and Statements, Invoices, Boardroom Reports, Internal and Sales 

reports, legal documentation, Letters, Policies, and Administrative Papers; other non-traditional reports 

and even certificates. A total customization is possible for creation of almost every type of documents. 

With Napersoft, these features are available with certain procedures of functionalities. 

 

What Exactly Is Ad-Hoc Business Intelligence? 

Windward adapts Ad-Hoc Business Intelligence. Here the direct access to databases and related data 

sources also offers freedom of using your favorite application to process data. Then the results are 

processed and published into a document. On the other hand, it is not available with Napersoft. 

 

Doc-Gen to Next Level 

With Windward, doc-gen is taken to the next level of perfection. Integration of Windward in user system 

is simple. A three lined code needs to be inserted on the client’s system. In addition, the designing is 

completely done in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. It offers a free form of design and implementation of 

innovative concepts. Quite contrary to this, the Napersoft uses its CCM Express Document Platform. 

 

ROI and COO: 

Windward proves to be more economical, leading to huge annual savings, due to ad-hoc document 

generation and distribution. Due to integration with MS Office suit and remarkable Auto-Tag, the whole 

process becomes seamless. In addition, the lightning performance of Windward makes it more frugal over 

the period, compared to other document generating programs like Napersoft.  
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